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WHERE ARTISTIC VISION
MEETS LOGISTICAL SAVVY

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Pop-up shops tend to be minimal and focused
solely on selling merchandise. Umusic wanted
to change that. And with our creativity and
operational expertise, we navigated a variety
of logistical hurdles to flawlessly execute a
stunning campaign with laser-like precision.
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The Client
Universal Music Canada (Umusic) is part of the world’s leading music
corporation, the Universal Music Group. Some of its biggest
clients include Taylor Swift, Drake, Justin Beiber, Eminem and, of course,
the chart-topping rock band Imagine Dragons.

Results
BRAINSTORM AND
CONSTRUCT A MEMORABLE
POP-UP SHOP WITH
ONE-OF-A-KIND DESIGN

SYNCHRONISE DELIVERY
AND PRODUCTION AMONG
AN EXTENSIVE LIST
OF VENDORS

IMPLEMENT A COMPLEX
PLAN WITHIN A TIGHT
WINDOW OF TIME

The Goal
Umusic and their merchandising
company, Bravado, were looking for a
way to promote one of their highest
profile clients, Imagine Dragons, who
would be in Toronto to headline the
June Much Music Video Awards.
Instead of using more “traditional”
marketing avenues, Umusic approached
Fervent Events with the idea of setting
up a pop-up shop that went beyond the
status quo. A retro-futuristic space
decked out with classic arcade games,
this pop-up would generate buzz by the
creativity of the space itself rather than
focusing solely on selling merchandise.
Plus, it would also serve as an inventive
backdrop for a meet-and-greet with
the band.
It was a phenomenal idea, and we were
thrilled to be a part of it.
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The Challenge
As with any effort that moves outside of the
mundane, the Imagine Dragons pop-up shop was
going to take a bit more creativity and logistical
expertise than your average merchandising store.
For one thing, the space had to have enough
visual oomph to not only enhance the entire meet
and greet experience, but also provide plenty
material ripe for sharing on social media platforms
like Instagram and Snapchat.
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It would also have to be developed and implemented from start to finish. Umusic approached
Fervent Events with a simple idea, not a fully
thought-out plan or design scheme. That meant
the creative development, venue logistics,
material sourcing, and execution all rested on
our shoulders.
What’s more, the nature of the space itself –
a Umusic creative agency with active employees
– meant that constructing and rebuilding the
office space had to be performed on an incredibly
strict schedule.

A Unique Venue
One of the primary logistical challenges of the Imagine
Dragons pop-up was finding a way to cater to the space.
Instead of having an empty square space to work with,
Umusic arranged the pop-up to be hosted in one of their
active creative agencies. It was a working office with
more than a dozen active employees and, of course, a
variety of equipment required to run the business.
Besides the time restraints of having to transform this
space into the pop-up shop (72 hours) and turning it back
into a functioning office (36 hours), we also had to conform
to the physical limitations of the area. That included:
Constructing fake walls to compress the space
Catering to structural elements like columns
Using vinyl and curtains to cover the mostly-glass
walls and windows
Ensuring physical elements of the office were
removed and replaced responsibly
With so many custom elements required to get the space
just right, we knew that in order to ensure everything
ran according to plan, we’d have to bring in a variety of
creatives, designers, and producers onto the project.
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Vendor/Team Management
Vendor management was key for this execution.
Here were the main players:
High-quality production company (known for
work with Drake and Toronto festival Electric
Island) to handle manufacturing of acrylic
walls, scaffolding, custom laser cut 3D pyramids
and LED light tubes
Graphic designer for vinyl prints for 15 glass
walls, windows, and floor.
Interior designer for design and production
elements of retail section (including custom
racks, display boxes, and cash counter)
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Vendor for exterior lighting elements
Provider and operator of exterior space
cannon sky lights
The city of Toronto (special events permit
for space cannons)
Retro arcade machine vendor
Vinyl vendor for print install and removal
Photographers
10 brand ambassadors selling merchandise
(using Shopify POS systems) and working
the event, all hired, trained, and managed
by Fervent Events

A Creative Concept
Coming up with a visually impactful theme was
no easy task. While Umusic knew they wanted
the style to match that of the upcoming album
(retro-futurism), the rest was completely up to us.
Our creative development team gathered inspiration from a wide range of sources including
retro arcades, ‘80s cultural flagships like TRON,
and a variety of other geometry-heavy scenes.
Ultimately, the team decided on using the band’s
original album artwork as the core theme to build
the space around. The specific image showed
a surreal 3-D landscape of reflective pyramids,
populated by a lone individual and three colored
beams of light – certainly a visually arresting
universe.
The only problem now was finding a way to
bring this eye-catching fantasy world to life.

Custom Built/
Sourced Elements
Many of the elements used had to be custom
made or sourced to bring the pop-up shop’s
unique theme to life. These included:
40 LED light tubes (various colours)
20 custom built 3D Mirror Pyramids
3 custom built 6ft tall light strips
3 10x10ft black reflective walls
Scaffolding/pipes
20 LED lights
Custom printed vinyl for 5 4x4ft glass windows
+ 10 glass walls
Custom built coat racks (3), display boxes (2),
and cash counter
Exterior lighting
Traffic cones
Barriers, stanchions, curtains
10 retro arcade machines
1 retro themed custom game to give out MMVA
wrist bands and Imagine Dragon CD Prizes

The Execution
Despite both the creative and logistic
hurdles that stood in our way, the Imagine
Dragons pop-up shop was a massive
success. Our down-to-the-minute planning
helped us synchronize the efforts of
numerous vendors and enabled us to
put together a truly remarkable space,
on time and on-budget ($72,000).
And while the merchandisers all met their
sales targets, the true victory here was
all of the promotional buzz. Radio stations
and newspapers across Toronto picked
up the story and fans were literally lining
the block to get in.
And the overall design? Well, the pictures
speak for themselves.

From the early creative discussions to the nitty gritty logistics and
last-minute obstacles, Fervent made the entire process easy
and helped bring our vision to life. I often find the final result of
activations to be around 70% of what we envisioned but in
the case of the Imagine Dragons pop-up, I can safely say they
achieved 100% of what we were hoping to achieve.
– Fraser MacKenzie (Senior Marketing Manager,
Universal Music Canada)

Are you looking for assistance in the development or
production of your next experiential pop-up shop?
If so, contact us today at 416.908.2004 or shoot us an
email at michael@ferventevents.

